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Abstract— A user often wants to do some tasks which don’t need 

a specific time to complete but are important, due to busy routines 

and possible  memory  loss  problems  user  forgets  to  accomplish  

such tasks  or  delay  them  to  manage  later.  The task may  be  

about conveying some information to a person when the user meets 

him, sort things in his wardrobe, or locker, etc. A user can  meet 

the person  anywhere  or  anytime  so  he  cannot  set  a  reminder  

for  a specific  time.  Such tasks can be accomplished if the user 

has a reminder system, which reminds him about the tasks at 

runtime. In this   paper,   we   present   a   reminder   system   based   

on   speech recognition      &      speaker      identification;      personal      

voice- controlled aid for  the  user  to  remind  about  the  tasks  

when  some specific keyword/phrase is spoken  by the user  or user 

reaches a specific location so that the user can accomplish the 

important time independent tasks without being time-bound. The 

specified keyword can  be  anything,  person  name,  place  name,  

and  any  phrase. The user can speak to the assistant to remind 

about some task without un- locking his mobile or opening the 

application for a specific keyword/phrase & location. When the 

specific keyword/phrase is spoken or user reaches the specific 

location the assistant also speaks and reminds the user about the 

task.  Voice reminder assistant supports Text-Independent 

Speaker Identification unlike other voice assistants already 

available. 

 
Index Terms— Voice    Reminder,    Speech    Recognition,    

Speaker Identification, Assistant.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

NERGY Voice Reminder Assistant is a reminder 

application which helps the user to remind about the task 

when some specific speech keyword/phrase is spoken by the 

user or user reaches a specific location. It is an Android 

application, which is the implementation of the idea being 

presented in this paper. In old reminder systems, the user needs 

to set the date and time to remind about the task, but Voice 

Reminder Assistant gives some additional features so that the 

user is not date & time bound  to  complete  the  task,  Because  

some  tasks  are  not needed to be completed for a specified date 

& time, but are important to complete for such type of task 

completion the reminder assistant is helpful moreover it is 
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personal voice- controlled system the user can use it by 

speaking to it. The user can set all types of reminders, date & 

time as well as keyword/phrase & location based reminders. 

The assistant is based on speech recognition & speaker 

identification. Speech Recognition is defined as the conversion 

of voice signal into readable text. Speech Recognition is used 

to operate a device with our voice instead of giving input 

manually. Usually, people prefer it because it provides us 

easiness to use systems.  In  our  android  application,  the  user’s  

voice  is converted into text on which further processing is done 

to determine what the user has spoken, the user sets a 

keyword/phrase with the help of speech recognition it helps the  

assistant  to  verify  that  is  it  same  keyword/phrase for which 

the reminder is saved by the user as well as to understand the 

user commands to set the reminder through his voice. 

Speaker   Identification   is   defined   as   the   process   or 

technique of identifying the person through the person’s voice. 

Nowadays, many authentication systems are using Speaker 

Identification for authentication purposes. We are using 

Speaker Identification to identify the person for which the   

assistant should   work   and   take   command.  During 

Identification, the user’s voice features are extracted and 

further processing is carried out to determine that the user is the 

claimed one or not. There are two types of Speaker 

Identification:  Text-Independent Speaker Identification & 

Text-Dependent Speaker Identification [1]. Text-Dependent 

Speaker  Identification  is  mostly  used  when  we  need  to 

identify the user just for a single sentence and for Identification 

the user has to speak the same sentence if the user  fails  to  

speak  the  same  sentence  the  user  is  not recognized 

successfully, in  such  type of  Identification the user cannot use 

the system freely. In Text-Independent Speaker Identification 

the user is given the system to use freely because in this type of 

Identification the user can be identified by speaking any 

sentence. In Voice Reminder Assistant Text-Independent 

Speech Identification is used so that the user can easily use the 

application.  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

There are many voice-controlled personal assistants [2] a user 
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can speak to them and take help from them to do different things 

such as making a call, sending a message or setting a reminder 

for specific date & time. These types of assistants are made by 

companies like Google, Amazon & Apple. These assistants  can  

be  communicated  by  calling  their  name  & giving commands. 

The advantage of these voice-controlled assistants is that an 

illiterate person or a person having any disabilities can easily 

communicate with the system & can have his work done 

perfectly. These Assistants are based on speech recognition & 

keyword spotting system. 

Keyword Spotting Using Contextual Speech Recognition [3] 

is used by the Google assistant for identifying the user 

commands which are given to assistant for processing. The 

assistant uses the keyword “Hey Google” & “Ok Google” to 

determine that the user has given the command to Google 

assistant or not. The Google assistant uses Text-Dependent  

Speaker Identification if the user has trained the model for the 

assistant. Otherwise, any user can use the assistant. The 

procedure   which   is   used   by   the   Google   assistant   for 

processing commands is that the assistant waits for the trigger 

keyword (“Ok Google” or “Hey Google”) in the speech content 

that is spoken by the user & When the speaker speaks the trigger 

keyword the speech content after the keyword is sent to the 

server for converting speech into text on which further working 

is done. 

Nowadays human to system interaction systems using speech 

recognition are increasing day by day. Speech Recognition is 

challenging because the environment, speaking style of a user 

or the context of a speech always varies. There are many Speech 

Recognition toolkits [4] which help us in building an ASR 

system such as HTK, CMU Sphinx & Kaldi. Hidden Markov 

Model Tool Kit (HTK) is used to build Hidden Markov Models 

and can also be used in the designing of the speech recognition 

system. HTK provides scripts for acoustic modeling, which can 

be changed for any other recognition applications.  CMU 

Sphinx is available in java & C. the users can  train  a  speech  

recognition model  as  well  as  acoustic models with  the help 

of  it. Kaldi is  a  speech recognition toolkit written in C++. 

Kaldi uses deep neural networks & Gaussian mixture models 

and standard Gaussian mixture models. Kaldi supports speech 

& speaker identification and Dairization. Speech Recognition 

process includes Acoustic Model, Dictionary Model & 

Language Model. The SRI Language Modeling Toolkit [5] 

(SRILM for short) is an open source software toolkit for 

statistical language modeling and related tasks. It is a toolkit for 

building and evaluating statistical language models (LMs). It 

supports N-gram statistics based LM, including the standard 

backoff models, with an array of standard smoothing 

algorithms. 

III. METHODOLOGIES 

The voice signal carries information with it which consists of 

the speech utterances the person is speaking as well as the 

identity of the speaker. So with the help of a person's voice, we 

can determine what the person is speaking and who the speaker  

is.  The  toolkit  used  for  speech  recognition  and speaker 

identification systems building is Kaldi, all the development 

related to speech recognition & speaker identification has been 

done using it.  

A.   Speech Recognition 

We are using an HMM (Hidden Markov Model) for training 

our system for speech recognition. Hidden Markov Model is a 

statistical model having finite probabilistic hidden state 

transitions. In Kaldi for preparing Speech Recognition System 

following steps are done: 

 

•   Data Preparation 

For  training,  a  Speech  Recognition System  in  Kaldi  data 

preparation is very important. In data preparation, we needed 

audio data set with the help of which we wanted to train the 

system. We have used data Librespeech [6] data which is freely 

available at openslr (Open Speech & Language Resources). 

 
Table 1. Librespeech Data Subset Information 

subset hours per- 
speaker 
minutes 

female 
speakers 

male 
speakers 

total 
speakers 

train- 
clean- 
360 

363.6 25 439 482 921 

 

For data preparation, some files need to be created under a 

specific  location  in  Kaldi.  Some  files  for  referencing  the 

audio files, acoustic model, dictionary model & language model 

are needed. In Fig. 1 the files which needed to be created & and 

under which location has been shown. 

 
Fig. 1: Important Files & their locations 
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The files *.wav in the data_Set is the audio data set on which 

the speech recognition system is trained, files in train tells us 

how to communicate with the single audio file and features or 

any type of information related to it, files in the phones are 

useful as acoustic data and used to build the acoustic model, 

files in lang are for dictionary model, files in the lang_test are 

useful for making language model. Acoustic model & 

dictionary model has been prepared by us, for preparing 

language model SRILM has been used which is a toolkit for 

preparing language model.  Acoustic Model is a collection of 

files which consists of phonemes sound written in text & any 

other sounds such as noise or silences produced. The acoustic 

model will be  helpful in  converting the  audio signal into 

phonemes representation. Dictionary Model  is  a  file  also 

known as pronunciation dictionary which consists of isolated 

word and the corresponding phonemes which build up that 

word. The dictionary model is used to convert phonemes into 

isolated words. Language Model consists of sentence structure 

& long text sentences which are used to convert the isolated 

words into the meaningful sentence according to the language 

rules for which it is being used. 

 

•   Training of System 

 

For  Training  the  Speech  Recognition  system  in  HMM 

(Hidden Markov Model) the data preparation must be 

completely done. In Kaldi, we have trained our system as 

Mono-phone HMM. Mono-phone means that a single sound 

produced by the human will have only one corresponding  

phone. All the audio data set which was kept for training is used 

for training the speech recognition system. During training 

Acoustic Model, Dictionary Model & Language Model  is  

trained  for  training  data.  For  training  Acoustic model 

acoustic data is used which contains phonemes. For training  

dictionary  model  maximum  words  with corresponding 

phonemes  listed  above  them  are  used.  For training language 

model a large text data is used to train the speech   recognition   

system   to   recognize   the   sentence sequence. For training in 

Kaldi Mono-phone system steps/train_mono.sh file is used the 

file takes 3 parameters 

1.    Path to the reference directory for data training 

2. Path to the Acoustic data, Dictionary data & Text data for 

Language model. 

3.    Path to the directory to store results of training. 

The  reference directory contains wav.scp, utt2spk, spk2utt 

which have information about the utterance-id, speaker-id, and 

path to the location of audios present in the data-set is present. 

When the system is trained the alignments are generated to 

know the best possible path for recognition. For alignments 

steps/align_si.sh file is used that take 4 parameters 

 

1.    Path to the reference directory for data training. 

2. Path to the Acoustic Model, Dictionary Model & 

Language Model. 

3.    Path to the directory to the trained model. 

4.    Path to the directory to store results of alignments. After 

the system is trained and alignments are also generated then the 

next step is the graph compilation. The alignments generated 

are further compiled into a graph which is used for decision      

making      later.      For      graph      compilation 

utils/mkgraph.sh file is used that take 3 parameters 

 

1. Path to the Acoustic Model, Dictionary Model & 

Language Model. 

2.    Path to the directory to the trained model. 

3.    Path to the directory to store compiled graph. 

 

•   Decoding 

When the system is trained the last step we do is decoding it 

is the step in which we do testing of our trained ASR system. 

For testing, we convert the voice signal into the text at this stage 

& calculate the word error rate. For decoding in Kaldi 

steps/decode.sh is used the file takes 3 parameters 

1.    Path to the decoding graph 

2.    Path to the data to decode 

3.    Path to the directory to store results of decoding 

For example, an audio signal is converted into the phonemes 

‘DH’  ‘AH0’  ‘N’  ‘AY1’  ’ N’  ‘B’  ‘OY2’ ‘Z’ with the help of 

Acoustic Model. After that, the phonemes are converted into 

the isolated words “The” “Nine” “Boys” with the help of a 

dictionary model now for giving the isolated word the actual 

sentence shape language model is used which will convert it 

into the meaningful sentence “The nine boys”. The working of 

speech recognition using the Acoustic Model, Dictionary 

Model & Language Model is shown in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2: Working of Speech Recognition System. 

 

The word error rate for our ASR system has been calculated 

as 7.8% on the average calculation 

B.   Speaker Identification 
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Speaker Identification is defined as the process or technique 

of identifying the person through the person’s voice. Nowadays 

many  authentication systems  are  using  speaker Identification 

for authentication purposes. We are using Speaker 

Identification to identify the person for which the assistant 

should work and take commands. 

For identifying a person the process is carried in two steps 

•   Training 

•   Testing 

Figure 3 explains the training process, the Person gives his 

multiple voice samples and from multiple voice samples the 

voice features which are specific to that person only are 

extracted and saved for identifying the user later 

  
Fig. 3: Training of Speaker for enrollment of User.  

Figure 4 explains the training process, the person single voice 

sample   is   taken   and   voice   features  are   extracted  and 

compared with the already saved featured if the maximum 

similarity is found the user is considered as the claimed user.  

 

  

 
Fig. 4: Testing of Speaker for Identifying User. 

 

GMM (Gaussian Mixture Model) is used; GMM is a 

parametric model of the probability distribution continuous 

measurements which is used for feature extraction for biometric 

systems [7]. In our assistant, it is used to extract vocal-tract 

related spectral features. Steps included in the Speaker 

Identification training and testing are described below: 

 

•   MFCC Coefficients Extraction 

The first step is the extraction of MFCC Coefficients. MFCC 

(Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients) [8] is defined as the 

representation of components of the audio signal which are 

helpful in understanding the important features. For this 

Purpose, the voice signal is divided into small frames of equal 

length than from each frame coefficients are extracted. For each 

frame, the periodogram estimate of the power spectrum is 

calculated. The Mel filter bank is applied to the power spectra, 

and in each filter, the sum of the energy is each calculated. The 

logarithm of all filter bank energies is calculated. After that 

DCT of the log filter bank energies is calculated. 13 DCT 

coefficients are kept rest are discarded. These 13 coefficients 

are the MFCC for the frame and in the exact way described 

above each small frame is processed and we get n x 13 frame 

matrix where n is the number of frames and 13 is the MFCC 

coefficients. In Kaldi, we can compute MFCC as it provides us 

accurately computed values with the help of compute-mfcc-

feats.cc program file. 

 

•   VAD (Voice Activity Detection) 

 

When n x 13 Matrix is generated of the coefficients extracted 

are of voiced frames as well as unvoiced. To extract the user- 

specific the unvoiced frames coefficients are removed and the 

voiced frames coefficients are kept this step is known as VAD 

(Voice Activity Detection) [9]. To differentiate the voice frame 

& unvoiced frame the frames having more noise low log Mel 

energy are considered as unvoiced and frames having high log 

Mel energy are considered are voiced frames.   In Kaldi, we can 

remove unvoiced frames with the help of compute-vad.cc 

program file which is included in Kaldi. 

•   I-vector Extraction 

 

For I-vector Extraction GMM-UBM (Universal Background 

Model) based I-vector extractor is trained. With the help of 

which  I-vector  are  extracted  for  creating  a  user-specific 

model. I-vector is known as Identity vectors which extract only 

speaker-specific characteristics from the given MFCC 

Coefficients and  do  not  depend  on  the  noise  or  phonetic 

contents [9]. For training a GMM-UBM I-vector extractor a 

large data-set of non-target persons is taken and extractor is 

trained. In Kaldi, we can extract I-vectors with the help of 

ivector-extract.cc program file which is included in Kaldi. 

 

•   PLDA Training 

 

PLDA (Probabilistic Linear Discriminant Analysis) [10] is a 

classifier that is used to distribute the speakers with the help of 
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I-vectors by creating a probabilistic model which is later used 

to identify a speaker on the basis of maximum likelihood found 

during PLDA Scoring which is the performed during the testing 

of the speaker. The PLDA Training is done when the training 

of the user is done during registration/enrollment time. The 

probabilistic model that is prepared by the classifier consists of  

the  sum  of  three  things,  speaker factor,  inter- session  factor  

&  residual noise.  PLDA  Classifier between speakers & within 

speaker variability. In Kaldi, we can train the PLDA model with 

the help of ivector-compute-plda.cc program file which is 

included in Kaldi 

 

•   PLDA Scoring 

PLDA Scoring [10] is done during the testing process when 

a single voice sample of the user is used to know the identity of 

the user. The already trained PLDA model is used to judge the 

identity of the user. To identify the user a threshold is 

determined if the likelihood is maximum & is greater the 

threshold the person is determined as the registered user. If 

there is no likelihood found the user  is considered as not 

claimed.  The  likelihood  is  determined  by  matching  the 

speaker I-vector extracted during training & test I-vector 

extracted during the testing. In Kaldi, we can extract I-vectors 

with the help of Ivector-plda-scoring.cc program file which is 

included in Kaldi. 

The Speaker Training & testing steps are almost same the 

difference is that when the user is trained multiple utterances of 

the user are taken as voice samples PLDA model is trained but 

during testing, only one single utterance of the speaker is taken 

& instead of training PLDA model PLDA Scoring is done. 

During the registration process, only the speaker Identification  

model  is  trained  for  the  user  enrollment whereas the Speech 

recognition model is not trained every time 

IV. SYSTEM WORKING  

Voice Reminder Assistant will work as an aide for the user 

to remind the task when some specific keyword/phrase is 

spoken by the person or the person reaches a specific location. 

The main features which differentiate Voice Reminder 

Assistant from   other   assistants   such   as   “Google   Assistant”  

and reminder systems. 

The user will register into the reminder assistant by providing 

voice samples during registration process after registration user 

can avail the services of the assistant. The user needs to set  a  

reminder  for  a  specific  keyword/phrase  or  location. When  

the  claimed  user  speaks  the  exact  keyword/phrase which  

was  saved during  reminder creation  or  reaches the location 

for which reminder is created the assistant will determine the 

condition for notifying the user to be true and notify the user by 

speaking to the user to do the task. For example, the user named 

“Ali” saved a reminder “Update the laptop drivers” for the 

keyword “Laptop” the assistant will notify  the  user  by  

speaking  “Hey  Ali  update  the  laptop drivers” if the claimed 

user “Ali” speaks the keyword “Laptop” or the user reaches the 

location “Sialkot” the assistant will notify the user about the 

task. For locating the position of user “Global Positioning 

System” is used. 

The main feature of the voice reminder assistant is that it 

works for only that user who has registered in it using its mobile 

phone. If a user named “Ali” has registered into the application 

and signed into it. The assistant will not act on any other person 

voice it will only work for “Ali”. Voice Reminder Assistant is 

a three-tier architecture system. The components included in the 

architecture are the following: 

A.   Server: Server consists of Speech Recognition Model 

and Speaker Identification Model when the user’s voice is 

processed by the above models the server returns the speaker 

name and speech text to Android Application 

B.   Database:  The User is authenticated by his email and 

password to sign in into the application, Every user has an email 

address and a password which he uses to log in to the 

application we have developed the assistant as an android 

application and the user has been provided the facility to use the 

application in another mobile without registering into the 

application again. The user can create the reminder manually or 

by using his voice, the  reminders  information  and  

authentication credentials of the user are saved into the 

database. 

C.   Android Application: The Android Application uses the 

mobile microphone to record the voice of the user and sends it 

to the server. At the server after doing processing on the voice 

of the user the android application is returned the identified user 

name and the speech keyword/phrase spoken by the user , when 

android application receives the user name if it is the claimed 

user name the received speech text is verified that it to give a 

notification or create a reminder. Figure  5  explains  the  system  

architecture  &  how  the components are interacting with each 

other. 

 

 
Fig. 3.  Overview of Energy Policies of Pakistan. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Voice Reminder Assistant represented here is developed to give  

a  reminder to  the user  on  speech event and speaker 
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Identification. It is proposed to help the user to be not time 

bound and accomplish tasks easily. Currently, we have 

developed it in the English language it can be further developed 

into  different languages which  can  be  used  by different  

people.    Further  GPS  connectivity  can  be  used further in 

different way in to the existing assistant, reminders can be 

created in which speech event will be detected for a specific 

location, for example, a user sets a reminder “give documents 

to the boss” that if he speaks “document” in his office location.  

As Speech based Applications have a wide scope nowadays 

many new concepts are being developed this assistant can be 

also developed further with many new modules and services. 
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